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 Background information

 We recognize the importance of risk
management activities in banking sector increase
to a new level in recent years in Vietnam.

 Next, we refer to above chart to see fluctuations 
of beta STB (Sacombank) compared to other 
banks in Vietnam over past years
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 Research questions?

 Question 1: What are previous
related studies?

 Question 2: What are risk model
used and implications for policies?

 Vietnam has experiences fast achievements
together with risk management enhancement of
banking sector over years. In banking sector in
Vietnam, among many big listed commercial
banks, Sacombank (STB) is one big listed bank
in the country and it has focused on risk
management in recent time.

 One of this study’s purposes is to state What
are risk model used and implications for policies.
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 Research methodology

 Authors using combination of quantitative 
methods and qualitative methods including 
synthesis, inductive and explanatory methods
and esp., VAR model which is a reliable 
method, our research results derived from 
testing impulse reaction (Cholesky) 
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 Literature review

 The study of Molyneux and Thornton (1992) 
demonstrates a positive and statistically 
significant correlation among interest rate, 
inflation rate, and bank profitability. However, 
Bourke’s (1989) study indicates a negative 
relationship between inflation and bank 
profitability. According to Bourke (1989), the 
inverse relationship between inflation and 
profitability largely based on the capability of 
bank to predict inflation occurrence. If banks 
are successful in anticipating the rate of 
inflation and its occurrence, this means that 
they can devise proper strategies of dealing 
with this situation.
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 Main results

 Looking at descriptive statistics below, we 
see that:

 - In above fig, std dev of CPI, R And Rf have 
min values and that of sp500, trade balance , ex 
rate have max values.
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 Main results
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 Discussion

 During the research period 2011-2021:

 Results from testing impulse reaction
(Cholesky) show us that: in short term CPI reduce
will cause beta STB decrease, and in medium term
CPI increase will make beta goes up. In medium
and long term IM increase will cause beta increase,
and in long term trade balnce increase will cause
beta increase.

 The stability of VNIndex in long term will make
beta stable. Whereas lending rate decreases in long
term will cause beta declines.
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 Conclusion
 Risk Management Information System (RMIS)
implications

 Because Results from testing impulse reaction
(Cholesky) show us that: in short term CPI reduce will
cause beta STB decrease, and in medium term CPI increase
will make beta goes up. In medium and long term IM
increase will cause beta increase, and in long term trade
balance increase will cause beta increase. So we would
suggest government agencies, Ministry of Finance that:

 - consider to reduce CPI in short and medium term

 - consider to stabilize IM and trade balance in long
term

 The stability of VNIndex in long term will make beta
stable. Whereas lending rate decreases in long term will
cause beta declines.So we would suggest government
agencies, bank system that:

 - consider to reduce lending rate in short and medium
term

 - consider to stabilize VNIndex and trade balance in
long term
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